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1 Answer in brief : 14
a) Describe Transaction Consistency in brief.
b) Define the term: “Concurrent Transactions”. Also explain it giving example.
c) Describe Lock compatibility matrix in brief.
d) In which situation(s), schedule of any concurrent transactions is said legal?
e) Describe deadlock prevention in brief.
f) Describe rigorous two phase locking protocol along with its benefit(s).
g) List down various built-in exceptions of oracle.

2 Answer in detail : (any two) 12
a) Define the term: “Transaction” in RDBMS. Also give an example. Explain ACID properties of transaction giving example.
b) Define the term: Execution Schedule and explain it giving example. Also explain serial schedules in brief.
c) Define the term: Recoverability? Also explain Recoverable Schedules and cascade-less Schedules in brief.

[Contd....]
3 Answer in detail: (any two)
   a) Explain simple Two-Phase Locking Protocol. Also explain various versions/types of Two-Phase Locking Protocol.
   b) Compare various locking protocols based upon their strengths and weaknesses.
   c) Explain various deadlock prevention mechanisms/schemes in brief. Also give merits and demits of each of them.

4 Answer in detail: (any two)
   a) Explain various commands/statements provided in Oracle for transaction management.
   b) Write a PL/SQL code to implement and throw user defined exception.
   c) Explain SELECT....INTO....CURSOR statement of Oracle giving example.